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For your safety *For your safety *For your safety *For your safety *For your safety *

The law governing technical equipment (the Law on the Safety of Appliances)
of 24.06.1968 (BGBl.I, page 717) as amended by the Amendment Law of
13.08.1979 (BGBl.I, page 1432) requires the following matters to be drawn
to your attention:

Comply with the Operating Instructions.Comply with the Operating Instructions.Comply with the Operating Instructions.Comply with the Operating Instructions.Comply with the Operating Instructions.

Before operating or adjusting the appliance you must be thoroughly familiar
with this operating manual. You must comply with it in every respect.

The appliance is designed only for the application described and for
industrial (commercial) use.

Liability for Function or DamageLiability for Function or DamageLiability for Function or DamageLiability for Function or DamageLiability for Function or Damage

Liability for the functioning of the appliance passes to the owner or operator
in all cases in which the appliance has been improperly maintained or
repaired by persons not associated with SEWERIN Service or if it has been
used for a purpose not in accordance with its designated application.

You should therefore always use original SEWERIN accessories with the
EX-TEC® SNOOPER H.

Hermann Sewerin GmbH accepts no responsibility for damage due to a
failure to comply with the foregoing instructions. The guarantee and liability
terms of the Hermann Sewerin GmbH terms of sale and supply are not
extended by the foregoing.

We reserve the right to make technical changes in the course of continued
development.

HERMANN SEWERIN GMBH

* All references  to laws, statutes and norms relate to the legislation of the Federal Republic of
Germany.
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1.01.01.01.01.0 The The The The The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H

� Please fold out the illustration inside the frontPlease fold out the illustration inside the frontPlease fold out the illustration inside the frontPlease fold out the illustration inside the frontPlease fold out the illustration inside the front

cover !cover !cover !cover !cover !

ItemItemItemItemItem DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription FunctionFunctionFunctionFunctionFunction

1 detector key key position:
ñ switch detector on
ñ manually set zero point
ò switch detector off

2 LCD display display of:
l battery capacity
l minimum sensitivity
l readings
l error messages

3 buzzer acoustic warning

4 alarm lamp optical warning

5 sensor cap changing sensors for:
l manual probe
l swan-neck (large)
l swan-neck (small)

6 hole service button for:
l switching off acoustic

signal
l adjustment mode

7 charging contacts connection to
charging adapter
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1.11.11.11.11.1 PurposePurposePurposePurposePurpose

The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H gas detector is intended for the
following purposes:

l leak detection in spaces, shafts or channels

l inspecting new installations or repairs

l locating leaks in installation pipes

l inspecting fittings, flanges, threads or seams

A smell of gas may possibly be due to gas penetration of the
building or space via gaps in walls, cable ducts or other routes.
These should also be inspected.

If the continuous acoustic signal (item 3) sounds and the
measurement-range limit of 1.00 vol.% is displayed  (item 2) on
entering a space (e.g. a building, shaft, channel or the like), then
the following precautionary measures must be taken:

� Do not operate Do not operate Do not operate Do not operate Do not operate electrical switches !electrical switches !electrical switches !electrical switches !electrical switches !

Open windows and doors !Open windows and doors !Open windows and doors !Open windows and doors !Open windows and doors !

TTTTTurn off the gas supply !urn off the gas supply !urn off the gas supply !urn off the gas supply !urn off the gas supply !

1.21.21.21.21.2 TTTTTestsestsestsestsests

The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H is explosion-proof in accordance with
European norms (CENELEC):

EC prototype test: PTB  96  ATEX  2167
Certificate:     II  2  G  EEx  ib  d  IIC  T3
Test institute: Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig
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2.02.02.02.02.0 OperationOperationOperationOperationOperation

2.12.12.12.12.1 Switching onSwitching onSwitching onSwitching onSwitching on

l push the on/off key (item 1) upwards for
approx. 2 seconds.

l the optical and acoustic control signals
(items 3 and 4) operate for approx. 2
seconds

l all segments of the LCD display are
tested

l display of remaining operating time, e.g.
6 hours - one segment per hour

l display of minimum sensitivity

10 ppm or

100 ppm

l start of sensor warm-up phasesensor warm-up phasesensor warm-up phasesensor warm-up phasesensor warm-up phase and
automatic zero-point adjustment
(approx. 2 minutes)

l the zero point and one segment flash

l at the end of the warm-up phase the
acoustic signal (item 3) sounds
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l start of optimization phaseoptimization phaseoptimization phaseoptimization phaseoptimization phase (approx. 2
minutes); minimum sensitivity of 10 or
100 ppm is set

l only the zero point still flashes and the
acoustic signal (item 3) sounds at brief
intervals (approx. every 5 seconds)

� The The The The The gas detector can now be usedgas detector can now be usedgas detector can now be usedgas detector can now be usedgas detector can now be used

for for for for for leak detection, but its minimumleak detection, but its minimumleak detection, but its minimumleak detection, but its minimumleak detection, but its minimum

sensitivity has sensitivity has sensitivity has sensitivity has sensitivity has notnotnotnotnot yet been set. yet been set. yet been set. yet been set. yet been set.

l once the zero point stops flashing the
optimisation phase is complete

� The The The The The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H     is nowis nowis nowis nowis now

ready for leak-detection operation.ready for leak-detection operation.ready for leak-detection operation.ready for leak-detection operation.ready for leak-detection operation.

2.22.22.22.22.2 Measuring operationMeasuring operationMeasuring operationMeasuring operationMeasuring operation

l in the 0 ... 100 ppm range resolution is in
steps of 10 ppm
(example: 30 ppm)

l in the 100  ... 1,000 ppm  range resolution
is in steps of 20 ppm
(example: 120 ppm)

l in the 0.10  ... 1.00  vol.% range resolution
is in steps of 500 ppm
(example: 0.15 vol.%)
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l the digital display is supported by the
lower segment display:

l 1st bar - from 10 ppm
2nd bar - from 100 ppm
3rd bar - from 200 ppm
4th bar - from 500 ppm
5th bar - from 0.10 vol.%
6th bar - from 0.20 vol.%
7th bar - from 0.50 vol.%
8th bar - from 1.00 vol.%

2.32.32.32.32.3 Concentration-dependent signalConcentration-dependent signalConcentration-dependent signalConcentration-dependent signalConcentration-dependent signal

l the frequency of the acoustic signal
(item 3) increases as a function of the
concentration measured

l this signal can be switched on and off
with the service key (item 6) on the back
of the detector

� Insert the adjusting pin (supplied)Insert the adjusting pin (supplied)Insert the adjusting pin (supplied)Insert the adjusting pin (supplied)Insert the adjusting pin (supplied)

into the hole and press the serviceinto the hole and press the serviceinto the hole and press the serviceinto the hole and press the serviceinto the hole and press the service

key behind it (item 6).key behind it (item 6).key behind it (item 6).key behind it (item 6).key behind it (item 6).

l the acoustic control signal (item 3)
sounds and the concentration-
dependent signal is switched off

l pressing the service key again switches
the signal back on
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2.42.42.42.42.4 AlarmsAlarmsAlarmsAlarmsAlarms

l a change in the gas concentration is
indicated by the LCD display (item 2)
and the concentration-dependent signal
(item 3)

l the gas detector warns of gas
concentrations above 1.00 vol.% by
means of the continuous optical and
acoustic alarms (items 3 and 4)

l values exceeding 1.00 vol.% are not
displayed

� TTTTTo continue leak detection bringo continue leak detection bringo continue leak detection bringo continue leak detection bringo continue leak detection bring

the gas detector into fresh air sothe gas detector into fresh air sothe gas detector into fresh air sothe gas detector into fresh air sothe gas detector into fresh air so

that the zero point can be re-that the zero point can be re-that the zero point can be re-that the zero point can be re-that the zero point can be re-

established.established.established.established.established.

2.52.52.52.52.5 Manual zero-point adjustmentManual zero-point adjustmentManual zero-point adjustmentManual zero-point adjustmentManual zero-point adjustment

l this is necessary if the current ambient
atmosphere does not permit the
automatic establishment of a zero point

� With the detector switched on,With the detector switched on,With the detector switched on,With the detector switched on,With the detector switched on,

push the push the push the push the push the on/off key (item 1)on/off key (item 1)on/off key (item 1)on/off key (item 1)on/off key (item 1)

upwards for approx. 2 seconds.upwards for approx. 2 seconds.upwards for approx. 2 seconds.upwards for approx. 2 seconds.upwards for approx. 2 seconds.

l the current ambient atmosphere is set
as a new zero pointnew zero pointnew zero pointnew zero pointnew zero point

l the zero point flashes while this process
is under way (approx. 2 minutes)
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l if the zero point cannot be set, error
message F10 F10 F10 F10 F10 appears.

� Repeat the process in a cleanRepeat the process in a cleanRepeat the process in a cleanRepeat the process in a cleanRepeat the process in a clean

ambient atmosphere.ambient atmosphere.ambient atmosphere.ambient atmosphere.ambient atmosphere.

l to prevent the EX-TEC® SNOOPER H
from becoming too insensitive the zero-
point can be manually adjusted up to a
maximum of 1,000 ppm

2.62.62.62.62.6 Battery monitoringBattery monitoringBattery monitoringBattery monitoringBattery monitoring

l if the battery's discharge limit is reached
in measuring operation the battery symbol
appears in the LCD display (item 2)

l simultaneously with the concentration-
dependent signal an acoustic warning
tone (item 3) sounds for approx. 2
seconds; the detector can now be
operated for at least another 15 minutes

2.72.72.72.72.7 Switching offSwitching offSwitching offSwitching offSwitching off

l push the on/off key (item 1) downwards
for approx. 2 seconds.

l the optical and acoustic control signal
(items 3 and 4) operate for approx. 2
seconds

l the remaining operating time is
displayed, e.g. 6 hours - one segment
per hour
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3.03.03.03.03.0 Charging techniqueCharging techniqueCharging techniqueCharging techniqueCharging technique

� The The The The The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H must not be recharged in an must not be recharged in an must not be recharged in an must not be recharged in an must not be recharged in an

explosive gas atmosphere !explosive gas atmosphere !explosive gas atmosphere !explosive gas atmosphere !explosive gas atmosphere !

When fully charged the detector has a maximummaximummaximummaximummaximum of 8 hours'
operating time.

For charging you need the HS charging adapterHS charging adapterHS charging adapterHS charging adapterHS charging adapter (see illustration),
which can be used either in the workshop or in the standby vehicle.

The following items can be connected to
the side of the charging adapter:

l 230 V mains power pack ≈,

l 12 V= vehicle adapter,

l 24 V= vehicle adapter.

A maximum of 3 charging adapters with no
socket can be connected to the charging
adapter with a socket.

The detector has a microprocessor-controlled heuristic operating-
hours account.
If the detector is not stored in the charging adapter the NiCd battery
will spontaneously discharge.
In order to verify the capacity of the NiCd battery we recommend
you to operate the detector until the undervoltage alarm is triggered
(the detector automatically switches off), then recharge it. The
available battery capacity is now determined.
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ChargingChargingChargingChargingCharging

Place the EX-TEC® SNOOPER H (switched off) in the charging
adapter. They are connected via the charging contacts (item 7) and
the adapter contacts (item 2 in the illustration on page 14). An
acoustic signal sounds to indicate the start of charging.

The charging period required is calculated from the operating
hours and a display of the following type appears:

l the detector has 5 operating hours left (=
5 bars) and will take 3 hours to become
fully charged

l if it is fully charged all the bars are visible
and the number display disappears

l the detector can be left in the charger
until it is next needed

Spontaneous dischargeSpontaneous dischargeSpontaneous dischargeSpontaneous dischargeSpontaneous discharge
If the detector is not connected to the charger when switched off,
the nickel-cadmium battery spontaneously discharges, thus
reducing the available operating hours.

� Short periods of operation and prolonged disuseShort periods of operation and prolonged disuseShort periods of operation and prolonged disuseShort periods of operation and prolonged disuseShort periods of operation and prolonged disuse

may lead in the long term to the so-called "memorymay lead in the long term to the so-called "memorymay lead in the long term to the so-called "memorymay lead in the long term to the so-called "memorymay lead in the long term to the so-called "memory

effect", in which the display indicates a higher batteryeffect", in which the display indicates a higher batteryeffect", in which the display indicates a higher batteryeffect", in which the display indicates a higher batteryeffect", in which the display indicates a higher battery

capacity than is actually available.capacity than is actually available.capacity than is actually available.capacity than is actually available.capacity than is actually available.

This can be avoided by fully discharging the detectorThis can be avoided by fully discharging the detectorThis can be avoided by fully discharging the detectorThis can be avoided by fully discharging the detectorThis can be avoided by fully discharging the detector

regularly (e.g. once a month), leaving it switched onregularly (e.g. once a month), leaving it switched onregularly (e.g. once a month), leaving it switched onregularly (e.g. once a month), leaving it switched onregularly (e.g. once a month), leaving it switched on

until it automaticuntil it automaticuntil it automaticuntil it automaticuntil it automatically switches off, then recharging it  ally switches off, then recharging it  ally switches off, then recharging it  ally switches off, then recharging it  ally switches off, then recharging it  !!!!!
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4.04.04.04.04.0 Inspection, testing and maintenanceInspection, testing and maintenanceInspection, testing and maintenanceInspection, testing and maintenanceInspection, testing and maintenance

DVGW work sheet G 465/IV requires detectors to be inspected,
tested and maintained.

Sensitivity testingSensitivity testingSensitivity testingSensitivity testingSensitivity testing
may be necessary several times a day, according to G 465/I,
depending on the circumstances - particularly with gas detectors
used to monitor mains pipes.

InspectionInspectionInspectionInspectionInspection
must be carried out up to six times a year, depending on frequency
of use - and at any rate at least once a year. The following items
must be tested:

l detector condition l zero point
l battery condition l sensitivity (with test gas)
l intake channel

TTTTTest reportest reportest reportest reportest report
Test results must be recorded. A specimen form will be found on
the last page of this manual.

Servicing and maintenanceServicing and maintenanceServicing and maintenanceServicing and maintenanceServicing and maintenance
DVGW work sheet G 465/IV specifies that servicing and
maintenance of the detectors may be carried out only by the
following persons:
l the SEWERIN Service Department or
l an expert authorised by SEWERIN.

Servicing must be carried out at least once a year. The next
scheduled date must be entered on the inspection sticker attached
to the detector (month/year).

After servicing a certificate must be completed.
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4.14.14.14.14.1 TTTTTest Setest Setest Setest Setest Set

The zero point and sensitivity should be tested with the SPE SPE SPE SPE SPE test
set and a suitable test gas:

Pos. 1

SPE SPE SPE SPE SPE test set, used to test:

l zero point
l sensitivity

and for use with the following test gases:

methane CH4: l 1.00 vol.%

propane C3H8: l 1.00 vol.%

For detector settings other than methane or propane the correct
values can be found inside the cover (on page 2).

Betr iebsanlei tung der
Geräte beachten!

Zur Überprüfung von
Gasmeßgeräten mit Pumpe
gemäß DVGW-Richt l in ie
G 465/IV

3

1

2
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4.24.24.24.24.2 Function testingFunction testingFunction testingFunction testingFunction testing

Proceed as follows:

� screw the test gas can onto the SPE SPE SPE SPE SPE test set as far as it will
go

� connect the test head of the SNOOPER HSNOOPER HSNOOPER HSNOOPER HSNOOPER H or SNOOPERSNOOPERSNOOPERSNOOPERSNOOPER
H smallH smallH smallH smallH small to the tester hose

l switch the EX-TEC® SNOOPER H on and wait for a stable
zero point to be established (warm-up time)

l place the test head on the detector's sensor head

l hold down the release button on the tester until the indicated
concentration has reached a stable value

Admissible display values with :

l test gas 1.00 vol.% methane CH4 : 0.80  ...  1.20 vol.%

l test gas 1.00 vol.% propane C3H8: 0.80 ...  1.20 vol.%

If display values are outside these tolerances the detector must
be recalibrated (section 5.0 Adjustment).
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5.0 Adjustment

The EX-TEC® SNOOPER H is factory-set with test gas. You can
adjust the detector using an appropriate test gas.

To carry out the adjustment you need:

� the EX-TEC® SNOOPER H, charged
� the SPE test set
� the SNOOPER H or SNOOPER H small test head
� 1.00 vol.% methane or propane test gas in synthetic air
� the adjusting pin

Carry out the process exactly the same way as function-testing
(section 4.2).

☞ For a successful adjustment both

steps (adjustment of the zero point and of

sensitivity ) must be carried out !

Switching on the adjustment mode

� insert the adjusting pin in the opening on
the back of the detector (item 6)

� press the service key behind it and
simultaneously push the on/off key
(item 1) upwards for approx. 2 seconds
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� the optical and acoustic control signals
(items 3 and 4) operate

� the software version number (e.g. 2.7) is
displayed

� the letters JUS are displayed to indicate
adjustment mode

Minimum sensitivity

� display of set minimum sensitivity (e.g.
10 PPM)

� you can choose minimum sensitivity of
either

10 PPM or 100 PPM

� to alter the minimum sensitivity insert the
adjusting pin into the opening on the
back of the detector (item 6) and press
the service key behind it until the required
value is set

Zero point adjustment

� start of sensor warm-up phase and
automatic zero point setting (approx.
2 minutes)

� the zero point and one segment flash

� once the zero point has been auto-
matically set the acoustic signal (item 3)
sounds
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Adjusting the sensitivity

� place the test head on the detector's
sensor head

� the NOMINAL value of 1.00 VOL.% is
displayed

� hold down the release key on the test set
until the indicated concentration (e.g.
TRUE value of 0.85 VOL.%) has
reached a stable value

� the nominal value (3 bars) and true  value
(1 bar) appear alternately

� use the adjusting pin on the service key
(item 6) to clear the attainment of the
maximum indicated concentration

☞ Only now may the test-gas feed be interrupted !

� when the adjustment has been
completed (zero point and sensitivity)
the data are stored and the detector
switches automatically to measuring
operation

� the concentration-dependent signal
sounds once more
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6.0 Changing the sensor system

There are different probe models for the EX-TEC® SNOOPER H for
various points in the pipework system:

� manual probe with spiral cable

� flexible swan-neck (245 mm long)

� rigid probe extension (525 mm long)

The probes can be exchanged or extended in any required
combination.

Changing probes or sensors

� switch off the detector and undo the sensor cap (item 5)
� remove the sensor from its base with the extraction tool
� straighten any bent sensor connections with the extraction tool
� replace the sensor in the appropriate probe or base
� replace the sensor cap (item 5)
� replace the probe in the detector (ensuring that the position of

the connection pins is correct)
� tighten the clamping nut

☞ We recommend carrying out an adjustment after

every change of probe or sensor !

� flexible mini swan-neck with sensor (145 mm long)
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7.0 Technical notes

Sensor lifetime
The lifetime of the sensor may be shortened by the following
undesirable influences:

� The sensors are deleteriously affected by gaseous components
of silicones, oils and phosphate esters, which irreversibly re-
duce their sensitivity.

� Pollution of the measuring environment by halogens, burnt  neo-
prene, PVC, trichloroethylene and the like also weakens the
sensitivity of the sensors, but in this case it can be regenerated.

☞ Explosion protection is jeopardised if the detector is

opened by untrained persons !

Cleaning
Clean the detectors only with a damp cloth.  No solvents, benzines
or similar substances may be used.

Static charging
Generally speaking electrostatic charging should be avoided.
Objects with no electrostatic earth (including, for example, metallic
housings with no earth connection) are not protected from charges
resulting from dust, vapour flows and the like.
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8.0 Technical data

Serial no.    : 020  ... .........

Calibration    : methane CH4 / natural gas,
propane C3H8

Measuring system     : semiconductor sensor

Measuring range     : 0 - 1 vol.%

Test gas     : 1 vol.% methane or propane

Ex-protection (CENELEC)
- test institute     : Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig
- Certificate No.     : Ex-96.ATEX.2167
- Classification     :     II 2 G EEx ib d IIC T3

Dimensions (W x H x D): 62 x 159 x 33 mm

Weight     : 480 g

Type of protection     : IP 54

Operating time     : max. 8 hours

Power supply     : NiCd battery, rechargeable

Operating temperature : - 10°C to + 40°Celsius

Storage temperature     : - 25°C to + 70°Celsius

Humidity range     : 5 - 90 % relative humidity
(non-condensing)

Pressure range     : 900 h Pa to 1100 h Pa

  Type   Design  Number
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9.0 Accessories

CHARGING TECHNIQUE charging adapter,
230 V mains power pack,
12 V or 24 V vehicle adapter

PROBE SYSTEMS manual probe with spiral cable,
flexible swan-neck (245 mm long),
rigid probe extension (525 mm long),
mini swan-neck  with sensor (145 mm
long),

TEST SET SPE for mobile use (e.g. in the vehicle)
with test-gas bottles

TEST HEADS in 2 sizes for the probe systems
mentioned above

TEST GASES test gases in various concentrations,
in pressurised gas cans or bottles

SYSTEM CASE with foam lining and compartments
for accessories

CARRYING CASE leather, to attach the detector to your
belt

CARRYING STRAP leather, adjustable, 0.5 ... 1.0 m
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10.0 Error messages

� the detectors automatically identify
errors and show the error code in the
LCD display (item 2)

Error code cause and remedy

F10 ............................ adjustment error,
check test gas or repeat adjustment

F10 ............................ sensor defective,
replace sensor

FXX ........................... component error,
contact SEWERIN service

☞ Should any other error codes occur,

please contact SEWERIN service !
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11.0 Wearing parts

TEST-GAS CAN 1.0 vol.% methane or propane in
synthetic air
Caution!
The can is pressurised: do not store
at temperatures above 50° C.
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EC-Type Examination Certificate
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EC-Type Examination Certificate
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Declaration of Conformity EX-TEC® SNOOPER H
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Sample of Inspection Sheet (Methane-Devices)

TEST REPORT EX-TEC® SNOOPER H

Calibration: methane CH4
Serial Number : (e.g.: 020  20  0001)

27.11.1998

1.0 Device status
1.1 - status correct (e.g.: Y / N)
1.2 - remaining operating hours (e.g.: 5 h)

2.0 PPM measuring range
2.1 zero point

- fresh air reading
2.2 test gas 1,00 VOL.% CH4

- display 0,80 ... 1,20 Vol.%
2.3 optical alarm (e.g.: Y/N)
2.4 audible alarm (e.g.: Y/N)

3.0 Observations
- housing broken
- adjustment, repair
- factory inspection
- or the like

4.0 Test
- day
- month
- year
- signature
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Sample of Insepection Sheet (Propane-Devices)

TEST REPORT EX-TEC® SNOOPER H

Calibration: propane C3H8
Serial Number : (e.g.: 020  20  0001)

27.11.1998

1.0 Device status
1.1 - status correct (e.g.: Y / N)
1.2 - remaining operating hours (e.g.: 5 h)

2.0 PPM measuring range
2.1 zero point

- fresh air reading
2.2 test gas 1,00 VOL.% C3H8

- display 0,80 ... 1,20 Vol.%
2.3 optical alarm (e.g.: Y/N)
2.4 audible alarm (e.g.: Y/N)

3.0 Observations
- housing broken
- adjustment, repair
- factory inspection
- or the like

4.0 Test
- day
- month
- year
- signature
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Notes
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